TYPES OF INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS
(POKERS/NEEDLES)

T Y P E S O F C O N C R E T E V I B R AT O R S
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What is a Internal Concrete Vibrator/Concrete Vibrating Poker?
We call them Concrete Vibrating Pokers but they are sometimes called “ Internal Vibrators”, “Pokers” or “Needles” . Whatever
they are called or powered by, they all look fairly similar. A cylindrical steel head that vibrates, this is attached to a hose or flexible
drive . The hose or flexible drive transmits the power to head and is used to lower/raise the vibrator head into/from freshly
poured concrete. The head diameters range from 25mm to 150mm. The head contains a high energy vibrating mechanism working
on a pendulum principle, eccentric weight or with rotating weight.

INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS FOUR MAIN TYPES
FLEXIBLE SHAFT MECHANICAL PEDULUM
ECCENTRIC WEIGHT FLEXIBLE SHAFT
PNEUMATIC
ELECTRIC MOTOR IN THE HEAD
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TYPES OF INTERNAL VIBRATOR
ALSO KNOWN AS POKER/NEEDLE
Pendulum Poker

Powered by Petrol, Diesel, Electric Power Units

Pendulum Poker driven by a power unit running at 2800 rpm via a flexible
drive normally six metres long, longer drives are available. Power units are
available in Electric, Petrol and Diesel, Petrol the most common. Sizes 2675mm diameter. Polyurethane Nose Caps available for most sizes. Variety of
Power Unit Couplings most common Claw (Universal) and 10mm Pin.

Vibration Mechanism Tap Head to Start
Flexible Shaft Speed 2800 rpm at 50 Hz
Universal Claw Coupling
Simple to Maintain
Low Cost

Pneumatic Poker

Powered by Compressors

Pneumatic Pokers driven via a Compressor. Hoses available in a variety of
sizes standard lengths 2,4,6 metres. Simple construction. Sizes 28-150 mm.
Polyurethane Nose Caps available for most sizes. Extensions hoses can be
used but air pressure has to be maintained. Variety of Hose Couplings European most common, American available. It is desirable to fit a Lubricator not
all manufacturers do, if not fitted one should be added in the airline.

Vibration Mechanism Tap Head to Start
Simple to Maintain
Highly efficient Vibrator
Low Cost

Eccentric Weight

Powered by Petrol, Diesel, Electric Power Units

Eccentric weight pokers driven by a power unit running at 9000-12000 rpm
via a flexible drive 1-6 metres long. Power units are available in Electric, Petrol and Diesel with a gearbox to increase speed to 9000 rpm, Electric is the
most common. Sizes 30-60mm diameter. Polurtethane Nose Caps available
for most sizes. A variety of power Unit Couplings each manufacturer has their
own, no Universal Coupling.

Vibration Mechanism Self Starting
Flexible shaft speed 9000-12000 rpm at 50 Hz
Simple to Maintain
Lightweight Electric Unit
Low Cost
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TYPES OF INTERNAL VIBRATOR
ALSOKNOWN AS POKER/NEEDLE
Electric High Frequency 42/3/200,

Powered by Frequency Convertors and Generators

Electric High Frequency pokers have a small electric motor inside the poker
head diving an eccentric weight at the front end of the poker. The Vibrator
Head is fitted to a hose which a switch is fitted to with a trailing length of cable terminated with a Green 200Hz plug. Powered by Frequency Convertors or
Generators. Sizes 30-85mm Diameter. Polyurethene Nose Caps available for
most sizes. Size of Convertor / Generator is dependant on number of pokers
to be driven.

Lower Noise levels
Less Hand Arm Vibration
Instantly up to speed and Vibration level
Vibration Mechanism Self Starting

Electric High Frequency 115/1/50, 230/1/50

Mains Supply, Transformers and Generator

Electric High Frequency pokers have a small electric motor inside the poker
head driving an eccentric weight at the front end of the poker. The Vibrator
Head is fitted to a hose which a Frequency Convertor is fitted to with a trailing
length of cable terminated with a 50 Hz plug. The Vibrator; 230/1/50 Powered
from the mains or via a Generator; 115/1/50 Powered via a Transformer or
Generator which must be regulated. Sizes 30-65mm Diameter. Polyurethane
Nose Caps available for most sizes.

Lower Noise levels
Less Hand Arm Vibration
Instantly up to speed and Vibration level
Vibration Mechanism Self Starting
Input voltage 115/1/50/60 Hertz
and 230/1/50/60 Hertz

Electric High Frequency 200/3/200

Frequency Convertor
Lower Noise levels
Less Hand Arm Vibration
Instantly up to speed and Vibration level
Vibration Mechanism Self Starting
Convertors with 50/60 Hertz input

Electric High Frequency pokers have a small electric motor inside the poker
head diving an eccentric weight at the front end of the poker. The Vibrator
Head is fitted to a hose which a switch is fitted to with a trailing length of cable terminated with a Green 200Hz plug. Powered by Frequency Convertors
input 230/1/50/60 & 400/3/50/60 Sizes 30-85mm Diameter. Polyurethane
Nose Caps available for most sizes. Size of Convertor / Generator is dependant
on number of pokers to be driven.
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PENDULUM MECANICAL POKER
HOW IT WORKS
Power Source
Power Unit which can be Petrol, Diesel, Electric

The workings of a Pendulum poker are relatively simple, to start Plug in Poker start power unit. On occasions it may be necessary to gently tap the poker nose to start the poker. This is quite normal. The power
is transmitted to the poker via a flexible shaft at 3000 RPM. The rotor runs in line contact on the rotor and
nose tapers, creating vibrations per minute of 12000 VPM. The rotor is allowed to oscillate by the use of a
self aligning bearing
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PNEUMATIC POKER
HOW IT WORKS
The workings of a Pneumatic poker are relatively simple, to start, turn on the supply on Handle assembly
item 30. On occasions it may be necessary to gently tap the poker nose to start the poker this is due to position of components and/or air pressure.

Compressed air passes through the Coupling item 33.
Down the inlet hose item 11.
Into the poker head lifts the vane forcing the rotor to rotate.

The rotor is smaller than the bore of the body, the rotor rotates out of balance.
This process happens approximately 16000 times a minute.

The slots in the vane allow the air to pass into the housing chamber which turns the rotor
The air is exhausted through the rear closure plate (item 7) and the outlet hose (item 15)
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INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS
How to choose the Correct Vibrator
Power available on site.
If an electric supply isn’t available then those opFons are ruled out.
If you have a compressor on site the pneumaFc air pokers will deliver high producFvity.
Petrol or diesel ﬂexible shaH pokers are oHen the default choice for independent opFon and high producFvity. Eccentric weight pokers can be perfect where relaFvely low volumes of concrete are to be vibrated.

Size of poker head.
A bigger diameter head means more concrete will be vibrated for every dip taking into account the spacing of
the reinforcing bars.
So the bigger the beIer unFl the operator is slowed down with the addiFonal weight he has to handle.
With poker vibraFon operator faFgue can lead to short cuts being taken. So a smaller head may actually lead
to high quality producFvity.
The size of aggregate and slump of concrete can determine a minimum size. For example a 25mm will be of
liIle use in low slump concrete with 60mm aggregate.
The balance of head size taking in to account weight and power may also determine the poker type.
A pneumaFc poker of 75mm is easier to handle than a 60mm ﬂexible shaH poker.

Reliability and Maintenance
The major consideraFon should be reliability.
A cheap, low quality poker could let you down just when you’ve had 6 cubic meters delivered and the concrete is just about to cure.
Professional contractors know what a break down can cost, so they usually take good care of their equipment.
Hire companies may not expect such a long life from the equipment, not necessarily due to breakdowns but
due to accidental damage, loss or theH.
The lightweight hand held pokers and back pack pokers are not as heavy duty as other types, this is an inevitable consequence of the weight limitaFons and high speed. they operate at. The shaHs, heads and motors
are easily swapped or replaced at a price more economical than diagnosis and repair.
Air pokers and ﬂexible shaH pokers are easy to maintain. A good workshop with a pipe vice and a few special
tools can cope with all regular maintenance.
High Frequency electric pokers are intrinsically reliable but damage or misuse can cause failures, these pokers
are sealed electric systems that can require specialist repairs, and knowledge, which we can supply.
AHer considering all the factors aﬀecFng your choice you may sFll have a number of opFons open to you.

StarAng
Motor in the Head (High Frequency) and Eccentric Weight Vibrators are self starFng. Mechanical Pendulum
and PneumaFc need a gentle tap to start.
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INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS
How to use a Vibrator
Noise Levels and Environment
The various types of Vibrators have Vibrators have varying noise levels consider the most suitable.
Petrol and Diesel units have high emission levels, whereas electric will be emission free.

General Basic Advice on how to avoid Problems
When is comes to the actual use of a poker on site the temptaFon is to take a few short cuts all of which may
be detrimental to the quality of the concrete.
These examples are some Do’s and Don’ts

Going too deep in walls, columns and foundaAons
As well as potenFally trapping air bubbles above you can’t see the diameter of inﬂuence so you won’t know
what is being vibrated. These structures oHen have large concentraFons of reinforcement this can divert the
poker head so it might end up anywhere. In the worst cases the head can become trapped, the vibraFon will
not be suﬃcient to keep the concrete ﬂuidised adding to the diﬃculty of withdrawing the head. There are
many building and structures with pokers embedded inside, costly for the contractor with lost plant and
even costlier if the structure has to be broken up and re-cast.

Throwing the poker head
OHen seen done on wide foundaFons / fooFngs as the operator is working from the side and understandably, not risking being too close to edges of excavaFons.
The head will enter and drop at one posiFon and angle and exit at another. So large air bubbles can form
but not rise out. A method should be devised so the operator can safely lower and raise the poker verFcally.

Dragging Pokers used for vibraAng concrete slabs
This is a tempFng technique for operators as large areas can be covered without having to constantly dip
the head. Again this technique can end up tapping air especially if the operator is dragging the head quickly. If a poker is being used in conjuncFon with a vibraFng screening machine then problem trapped bubbles
can be vibrated out in the second process. In this case the technique can be valid if done slowly to ensure
good compacFon at the boIom of the slab where the inﬂuence of the screeding machine will be less.

Do not let the Vibrator run out of concrete
It should be noted that pokers rely on immersion in the concrete for cooling. So they should not be run be
run out of concrete , overheaFng will cause seizing of the head

Spare Vibrator
Do not start a job without a spare Vibrator.
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INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS
How to use a Vibrator
Mechanical Pendulum Vibrators
Do not over speed the Power Units.

High Frequency Vibrators
Do not overload the Frequency Convertor, a mixture of diﬀerent sizes of vibrators can be used.
The total amperage must be lower than the total maximum amperage of the Convertor Frequency Conver-

How do Concrete VibraAng Pokers Work to remove Air from Concrete?
The vibraFng acFon of the head causes the surrounding concrete to vibrate. As the aggregate and cement
slurry of the concrete vibrates the mix becomes more ﬂuid. This allows air that will have been trapped in
concrete during the mixing process to form bubbles that then rise to surface, out of the concrete.

How to Use a Poker Vibrator to Remove Air From Concrete
The correct way to use a vibraFng poker will ensure the maximum compacFon of concrete and minimum of
trapped air. If used incorrectly a vibraFng poker can add voids and weaken concrete so understanding the
basic principles will help to achieve beIer results.

How deep to vibrate with a concrete poker
The head should be lowered in to the concrete not dropped to a depth of:
•

Pendulum pokers (ﬂexible shaH driven) no more than the length of the poker head

•

Eccentric weight pokers / electric high frequency and pneumaFc pokers no more than one and a half
Fmes the head length.

In pracFce this means the depth of concrete should be no more than of 300 to 500mm. Deeper pours should
be built up in layers. If this is the case then each layer should be poured whilst the layer below is sFll workable and the poker head should be lowered in to the preceding layer by at around 100mm to ensure the layers form a homogeneous mass.
When vibraFng the ﬁrst layer the head should not rest against the boIom. LiHing the head slightly above the
ﬂoor level will allow it free movement for more eﬀecFve vibraFon.
If the poker head is immersed too deep then the concrete above the head will not get suﬃcient vibraFon so
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INTERNAL CONCRETE VIBRATORS
How to use a Vibrator
How long to vibrate concrete?
The poker should be left in the concrete for a few seconds only. It is impossible to be specific as there are
so many variable factors including the poker power and size, aggregate size and grading, concrete slump
(sloppy or stiff), admixtures, proximity to and density of reinforcement, distance from formwork etc. The
operator should notice a circle of influence around the poker where the concrete is fluidised, through
which air bubbles rise and the surface level may drop. After a few seconds the bubbles will stop and compaction is complete.
The poker head should be immediately but slowly raised from the concrete. Over-vibration can occur if
the head is left in too long. The extent of over-vibration is dependent on the concrete mix, but can cause
the mix to separate in to layers with heavier aggregates sinking and water rising leaving a weak surface
layer. If the vibrator head is pulled out too quickly a large void can be left as the concrete will not have
chance to flow back to fill the space left by the poker head.

What distance between dips of the poker?
A vibrating poker in a particular concrete mix will have a “diameter of influence” where the concrete will
be fully fluidised. As a rule of thumb this will be around 10 times the diameter of poker head. So a 50mm
diameter poker will diameter of influence of around 500mm. To ensure good compaction across the
whole area of the pour each dip of head should be spaced so the diameters of influence overlap.
In reality it will be up to the operator to judge this distance with the poker he is using in the particular concrete mix. Too close together and he will be working inefficiently and with a small risk of over-vibrating
some areas. Too far apart and areas will be under-vibrated. The operator will also have to notice and
compensate for the effects of vibration near form work and around different densities of reinforcement
bar and mesh.
Selection of a higher power vibrating poker, larger diameter can make a big difference to the work rate on
larger pours.
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